EMW BOOKSTORE
2017 IMPACT STATEMENT
OUR WORK AT-A-GLANCE
40+ events annually
6 unique programs:
Community Library

East Meets Beats
East Meets Words
EMW Gallery
Street Bio
Youth Science Initiative

EMW Community Space, fondly known as EMW Bookstore, is a
community space for peoples from marginalized identities to
pursue our creative visions. Rooted in values of trust, respect, and
generosity, we aim to: affirm, celebrate, and work in solidarity with
marginalized communities to facilitate creativity, education, wellbeing, and capacity-building toward a more liberatory world.

WHY IS OUR WORK IMPORTANT?

1. Nationally, only 6% of organizations led by and for people
of color receive comparable
funding from individual donors
to organizations serving mostly
white patrons. (Grantmakers in
the Arts)

2. The disparities in cultural
equity in art funding are getting worse. 53% of Boston’s
population are people of color,
but only 3% of arts foundation
funding goes toward “culturally specific” groups. (Helicon
Collaborative)

“[EMW Bookstore is] the
materialization of the hope
and love that a community
has for its own community...
This to me is, perhaps, the
greatest artifact of love that
one can produce.”
–Junot Díaz

MacArthur Fellow

EMW Bookstore

Anju Madhok, a featured artist at
East Meets Words, performing music
from her original album “Rind + Seed”

emwbookstore.com

617-544-3401

3. Boston ranks #1 as the most
gentrified city in the nation.
(The Cleveland Fed)

“EMW is my home away
from home. There is no
space...where I feel as
comfortable, as nurtured, or
as centered. Even though
I usually don’t know most
of the other community
members, I still feel so
connected to them, knowing
that within our diverse
experiences, we share a
sense of understanding and
care.”
- Anju M.

Community member

934 Massachusetts Ave. Cambridge, MA

OUR COMMITMENT TO THE COMMUNITY

As an organization overwhelmingly led by people of color with
intersectional identities, we understand the artists, scientists, and
organizers who depend on us. We bring together communities,
showcase cutting edge creativity, facilitate critical discourse, and
nurture young people’s minds—all free of charge. With your support,
we can build a more equitable, imaginative world starting at home.
Youth Science Initiative participant
gathers water sample from the base of
a tree to examine under a microscope.
Stephanie Lee (Gallery Co-Lead)
with artists Elmer Martinez and Jeremy
Endo as they describe their shared
artistic vision for Glaedr, a multimedia
installation about Afrofuturist and
Japanese identities.

“Storytelling has become a
central pillar in my philosophy
of education and so it is with
love and admiration that I
share my appreciation for
EMW, for both the staff and
the space. I view EMW as
an essential counterspace
that centers our community’s
stories admist a world
that tries to push us to the
margins.”
- Kristine D.

Sr. Asst. Director at the Asian American
Center, Northeastern University

THANK YOU

Our work is made possible through the generosity of community
members like you. Your contribution could ideally fund:
$15: a book from our community’s library wishlist

$25: a month’s supply of our wellness kit—emergency items to
support our community’s physical and emotional wellness
$100: honorarium for an artist or feature

$500: one young person’s participation in Youth Science Initiative,
at no cost to them
$1,000: one gallery exhibit

$1,500: space rental for large anniversary events. Due to the popularity of our anniversary events, we rent larger venues so that no one
can be turned away for lack of space.
$10,000: annual funding for one program
JOIN OUR CREATIVITY CIRCLE

We invite our community to become sustaining patrons of EMW—you can provide a reliable source of support
for our programming and community engagement through
monthly contributions. Your contributions are customizable
to your budget and our development staff are happy to work
with you (gifts@emwbookstore.com).
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“The folks over at East Meets
West...are some of the
nicest people I’ve ever met.
They’re driven, motivated,
and dedicated to giving
artists a space to be creative
and express themselves.
In Boston there aren’t very
many places that curate
underground culture...EMB
provides a platform for artists
of all shapes, sizes, and
styles. They’re an inclusive
community, and their shows
always exude happiness and
love.”
- Andrew H.
East Meets Beats Featured Artist

934 Massachusetts Ave. Cambridge, MA

